


Activity 1: Setting the Stage

What do you hope to gain from participating in this session?



Activity 2: The Four Dimensions

Describe your PEOPLE.

Describe your PLACE.

Describe your PROCESS.

Describe your POWER STRUCTURES.



Activity 3.1: (Re)Valuing People
Defining People

An organization is made up of stakeholders who have a vested interest in the
mission and vision of the organization. These stakeholders show up as individuals
and as groups.  

List some individual stakeholders in or associated with your organization:

List some group stakeholders in or associated with your organization:



Activity 3.2: (Re)Valuing People
Social Identities

Our social identities indicate who we are in terms of the groups that we belong
to. These groups can be defined by physical, mental, social, and cultural
characteristics. Our social identities can influence the kinds of supports we
might need in the spaces in which we live, work, study, and play.

Think of the stakeholders present in your organization. What are their social
identities?

List the social identities you have. Remember, these can include race,
gender/gender identity, disability, sexual orientation, religion, socioeconomic
status, among others. 



Activity 3.3: (Re)Valuing People
Questions to Consider

As you start looking at your organization's culture in terms of the people present,
here are some things to keep in mind:

Who is the current climate working for? Who is it not working for?

Whose voices are hear? Whose are not?

Who is included? Who is excluded?



Activity 4.1: (Re)Designing Place 
Physical Space

List characteristics of your physical environment. Circle the ones that you find are
supportive or affirming for you. 

What aspects of your physical environment might need to be addressed or
changed so that it is more supportive or affirming for everyone?



Activity 4.2: (Re)Designing Place - 
Psychological Space

List characteristics of your psychological environment. Circle the ones that you
find are supportive or affirming for you. 

What aspects of your psychological environment might need to be addressed or
changed so that it is more supportive or affirming for everyone?



Activity 4.3: (Re)Designing Place
Questions to Consider

How is the place impacting or reinforcing certain aspects of your climate, culture,
and norms?

Does your space support your purpose and values?

Are you optimizing your place to support and enhance belongingness? How are
you going about that?



Activity 5.1: (Re)Evaluating Process 
Identifying Processes

List some of the processes you engage in or observe within your organization.
These can range from some you do daily to ones done at specific times. Also,
identify whether you or other stakeholders are affected by these processes.



Activity 5.2: (Re)Evaluating Process
Identifying Current and Desired States

Sometimes the way things are is not the way you wish them to be. Take one of the
processes you listed in the previous activity and describe how it is functioning
currently.

How is that process working for you or the other stakeholders affected by it?

How would you like to see this process function for you or other stakeholders? 

What do you think is needed to make sure the process can work optimally for
everyone involved?



Activity 5.3: (Re)Evaluating Process 
Questions to Consider

What are your processes?

How do your processes directly or indirectly affect your stakeholders?

Do your processes provide each stakeholder with the support that they need?

Do your processes support equitable practices in your organization?



Activity 6.1: (Re)Aligning Power
Positional Power

For our purposes, we are defining power as the influence you have over others and
their course of action to create change. With that in mind, power is about guiding the
behavior of others rather than disciplining or punishing them. 

There are three types of power reviewed in this session. The first is Positional
Power.  What positional power do you have in your organization?



Activity 6.2: (Re)Aligning Power 
Expert Power

What Expert Power do you have in your organization? Remember to consider the
knowledge, skills, and expertise you may have.



Activity 6.3: (Re)Aligning Power
Relational Power

What Relational Power do you have in your organization? Remember to
consider the ways you engage with other stakeholders in your organization.

NOTES: 



Activity 6.4: (Re)Aligning Power
Questions to Consider

Who is making the decisions?

How are decisions made?

Are these decisions equitable?



How is power being used to support marginalized stakeholders?

What is the decision-making process and structure?

What are the accountability mechanisms?
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